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MANUFACTURING BUSINESS FORUM

The Big Picture Post-pandemic
19 March, 202110.00 am – 05.00 pm

Novotel, Pune Nagar Road, Pune, Maharashtra, India
2021 will be the year of transition. The next normal is going to be different. There will be sweeping
change in the industry dynamics, business strategies, business leadership and technology adoption
approach in the coming years. The great acceleration in the use of technology, digitisation, and new
forms of working is going to be sustained.
The COVID-19 crisis has created an imperative for companies to reconfigure their operations—and an
opportunity to transform them. The near-term challenge, then, is to move from reacting to the crisis to
building and institutionalising what has been done well so far, to come through stronger with a more
balanced outlook for the future.
The Manufacturing Business Forum will discuss the big picture in the post-pandemic industrial world &
the big ideas defining the year ahead. Industry leaders & experts will highlight the priorities for industry
professionals & deliberate on the ways to bounce back and manage the growth in the coming years.
Topics of discussion:
• Changing industry dynamics – The big picture
• Preparing for the next new normal – Big ideas defining the year ahead
• The changing role of business leadership
• Approach towards technology adoption
• Digital transformation
• Skilling & reskilling
• Supply chain management
For more details on registration, speaking opportunity & sponsorship, contact:
Ananya Choudhary
ananya.choudhary@publish-industry.net
+91 7410009436

E D I TO R I A L

Preparing for the next normal
The world is getting eventful day-by-day. Besides the COVID-19
pandemic, there were and there are many other events which are having
their effects on the industrial world. Amidst this, the Economic Survey
2020-21 has predicted V-shaped recovery for the Indian economy with the
GDP to record a growth of 11% in 2021-22, after an estimated contraction
of 7.7% in 2020-21, thanks to the mega vaccination drive initiated recently
in the country. The fundamentals of the economy remain strong as gradual
scaling back of lockdowns along with the astute support of Atmanirbhar
Bharat Mission have placed the economy firmly on the path of revival.
One good thing about the pandemic is that it has introduced an
innovation quotient in our lifestyle as well as business. The future of
everything we do is going to have technology component in it. 2021
will be the year of transition. The next normal is going to be different.
There will be sweeping change in the industry dynamics, business
strategies, business leadership and technology adoption approach in
the coming years.
The COVID-19 crisis has created an imperative for companies to
reconfigure their operations—and an opportunity to transform them.
The near-term challenge, then, is to move from reacting to the crisis
to building and institutionalising what has been done well so far, to
come through stronger with a more balanced outlook for the future.
In this context, we are happy to announce the Manufacturing
Business Forum, scheduled on March 19, 2021 in Pune, Maharashtra,
which will discuss the big picture in the post-pandemic industrial
world & the big ideas defining the year ahead. Industry leaders and
experts will highlight the priorities for industry professionals and
deliberate on the ways to bounce back and manage the growth in the
coming years. Please do contact us for more information.
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EDITORIAL

Zurvan Marolia,

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GODREJ & BOYCE

In recent times, the manufacturing
industry has been driven by two major
factors – the first being the ‘Made in
India’ thrust by the current government
and the second, being driven by the
need to remain safe from ravages of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Fortunately, both the drivers have
an alignment in the means, whereas the
ends may differ; the means being an
answer to the question – how can we
reduce the overcrowding of workspaces?
Or how can we reduce the number of
people working on non-essentials? And
also, how can we build consistency of
output in our manufacturing industry?
Automation
The major trend in manufacturing
industries has been towards various degrees
of automation on the shop floors along
with digitalisation of communication. The
varying degree of automation is based on
various factors, such as the ability to invest
and the perceived need to do so, which is
again based on the competitive position.
Technology to increase competitiveness
As India works towards finding its
place in the global supply chain, we need
to recognise that global buyers expect
the best prices and fastest deliveries with
zero deviation in quality expectations.
This requires our Indian manufacturing
6
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“CONSISTENCY OF OUTPUT
IN VOLUMES & QUALITY
REQUIRES A LOWER
DEPENDENCE ON MANUAL
SKILLS AND HIGHER
DEPENDENCE ON SKILLS
BEING TRANSFERRED
TO MACHINES”
industry to first & foremost achieve
consistency of output both in terms of
volumes and quality. And that requires a
lower dependence on pure manual skills
and a higher dependence on the skills
being transferred to the machine. The use
of ‘smart machines’ will rise substantially,
as those running factories will begin to see
the long-term benefits of investing in better
technologies to improve competitiveness.
Move to quality assurance systems
As fulfilling the needs for consistency
in quality along with ensuring getting
‘first time right’ is the only way to ensure
sustainable quality with competitiveness,
the manufacturing industry will have to
take strides in digitisation of process
parameter control, as the need is
to transition from ‘quality control’
(inspection and sorting) to ‘quality

assurance’ (process control). This
requires an appropriate investment.
Though it is most convenient to
make this transformation in a greenfield
project, it is not likely that too many
players in the manufacturing industry
will have that kind of opportunity. Today,
there are many retrofit options available
to develop process control using sensors
which measure the required parameters
or surrogate parameters and provide
outputs which can be tracked & analysed
using simple spreadsheets. Using these
outputs and algorithms based on the
same will allow simple process control
systems, which can be applied widely, as
they will have a very low-cost entry point
into digitisation on the factory floors.
Whenever we speak about the
manufacturing industry, in particular,
we have to bear in mind that a bulk of the
players are in the SME segment, and their
development will, in essence, define the
competitiveness of our manufacturing
industry in the global markets.
The current pandemic has also
spurred the movement towards selfreliance as imports from certain global
sources are being viewed less favourably,
not only by India but in most parts of the
world. While this poses challenges, it also
opens up new business opportunities
which can be a game changer for the
Indian manufacturing industry. ☐
EM | Feb 2021
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JBM Auto bags order for 700 BS6 AC low floor
CNG buses from Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC)
JBM Auto recently bagged an order for 700 BS6 compliant AC low-floor CNG buses for New Delhi from the Delhi
Transport Corporation (DTC), which will be supplied in the coming financial year. These buses are equipped with
modern features like 4G chip, smart card ticketing system, real-time Passenger Information System (PIS),
Intelligent Transport Management System (ITMS), automatic bus vehicle location system, CCTV cameras, public
address system, stop request buttons and wheelchair ramp to name a few. The JBM CITYLIFE bus incorporates
other utility features including vehicle health monitoring system, fire detection & suppression system, etc. It also
has features like electronic braking system and kneeling mechanism, wherein the bus kneels 60 mm towards the
passengers’ door side to facilitate boarding & alighting of senior citizens, children and the specially abled. For
drivers, the ergonomically designed dashboard provides an intuitive and user-friendly system that allows them to
concentrate on driving without distractions which makes it a truly global product.

Production linked incentive schemes for 13 sectors: Union Budget 2021

The Union Budget was presented on February 1, 2021, by Nirmala Sitharaman, Finance Minister, India. To
achieve a double-digit growth, PLI schemes to create manufacturing global champions for an Aatmanirbhar
Bharat have been announced for 13 sectors. This will be an addition to the ₹40,951 crore announced for the
PLI for electronic manufacturing schemes. It would eventually attract global players in the manufacturing
sector and make India globally competitive by attracting investment in the areas of core competency &
cutting-edge technology. It will further encourage local companies to set-up or expand existing manufacturing
units in the country. The scheme was also a part of the Economic Survey that was tabled in the Parliament
recently. The Survey added that the scheme will establish backward linkages with the MSME sector in the
country, which, in turn, will lead to more inclusive growth and create huge employment opportunities. In
November 2020, the central government approved a ₹1.45 trillion PLI scheme for 10 sectors.

Ola partners with Siemens to build advanced e-scooter manufacturing facility

Ola recently announced that it has partnered with Siemens to build its upcoming electric vehicle manufacturing
facility in Tamil Nadu, India. With an initial capacity of two million units a year, the factory will generate nearly 10,000
jobs. Ola will have access to Siemens’ integrated digital twin design and manufacturing solutions to digitalise &
validate product & production ahead of actual operations. Partnering with Siemens to build an advanced
manufacturing facility, Bhavish Aggarwal, Chairman & CEO, Ola, affirmed, “The unit will be our global hub and set a
benchmark in quality, scale and efficiency, demonstrating India’s capability to build world-class, cutting-edge
products. We look forward to bringing this factory online in the coming months and putting our products in the hands
of customers.” Expressing his view, Sunil Mathur, MD & CEO, Siemens India, expounded, “Siemens is proud to
contribute to Ola’s vision of creating a factory of the future using our automation and digitalisation expertise to
ensure the highest levels of productivity & quality while enabling an agile & flexible production process.”

Intech Additive Solutions launches the iFusion LF series

Intech Additive Solutions recently announced the expansion of its range of metal 3D printers with the launch of the
iFusion LF series, its large format range of metal 3D printers with a high build rate for cost-effective manufacturing.
Talking about Intech’s 3D printers, K S Swami, Director, Poeir Jets, said, "The 3D printed parts from the iFusion
series performed exceptionally well during the testing phases and proved to be of production quality." Talking about
the future of the Indian manufacturing industry, Sridhar Balaram, CEO, Intech Additive Solutions, asserted, "Intech's
range of metal 3D printers is indigenously designed and manufactured for both the Indian & global markets. In this
regards, it is ‘Made in India, built for the world’ and captures the essence of the Aatmanirbhar initiative of the Indian
Government. We have an excellent team in place and are confident of enhancing & growing the Indian AM
ecosystem with our range of metal 3D printers and end-to-end metal AM solutions."
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Dassault Systèmes showcases technology solutions at Aero India 2021
Dassault Systèmes recently showcased technology solutions at the 13th edition of Aero India 2021, themed ‘Digitalisation to realise a
thriving aerospace, defence and space ecosystem’, held in Bengaluru, India, on February 3-5, 2021. Experts from the company
discussed how to bridge the gap between the virtual and real world to accelerate concept to operations by 50% through industry solution
experiences based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. Attributing his thoughts, Ravikiran Pothukuchi, Director & Industry Lead –
Aerospace & Defence in India, Dassault Systèmes, said, “Dassault Systèmes in India enables the aerospace & defence sector with new
ways to conceptualise, design, manufacture, test, certify and sustain new air, land, water & space vehicles. At Aero India 2021, we are
showcasing industry solution experiences based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, which are tailored to meet the requirements of the
aerospace & defence industry. These solutions can not only help the industry to design, simulate and manufacture the new generation of
advanced aircrafts but also help them get ready for the future paradigms, such as urban air mobility and vertical take-off/landings.”

ACMA welcomes continuity in bolstering of Indian economy in the Budget

ACMA recently expressed satisfaction on the measures announced in the Union Budget, especially for the focus
on health & well-being, infrastructure, inclusive growth, human capital, innovation & R&D and reforms in
governance. Thanking Nirmala Sitharaman, Union Finance Minister, India, Deepak Jain, President, ACMA,
asserted, “The vision of an Aatmanirbhar Bharat enshrined in the Union Budget, coupled with the ‘Sankalp’ of
‘Nation-First’ will be the bedrock to propel us further as we redefine our economy in a post-pandemic world. He
further informed that announcements with regards to increased spend on road infrastructure, voluntary scrappage
policy, R&D and PLI among others, augur well for the automotive sector.” Jain mentioned, “Increase in basic
customs duty on select auto components will encourage local manufacturing for such items. It is also heartening
that the budget outlay for the MSME sector has been doubled compared to last year. The auto component
industry is dominated by MSMEs and this will provide them the necessary succour as the industry recovers.”

Ather Energy starts producing electric scooters at its Hosur factory

Ather Energy recently started manufacturing scooters at its new Hosur, Tamil Nadu, facility after
announcing aggressive expansion plans. Currently, the Hosur facility is capable of producing 3000
units per month. However, the plan is to expand it to 8000 units per month by early 2022. In December
2019, the company entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Tamil Nadu
government to set up a 4000 sq ft plant in the state, for which they had committed a total of ₹ 635 crore.
The new production facility is supported by the Tamil Nadu government’s new electric vehicle policy. At
the time of signing the MoU, Tarun Mehta, Co-founder & CEO, Ather Energy, revealed, “A
manufacturing facility at Hosur was an ideal choice considering that it is close to our R&D facilities in
Bengaluru and most of the existing & potential future supply base is operating in the region. The
availability of a built-up option of our desired scale and proximity helped in the decision-making.”

Aequs Aerospace-Saab JV celebrates major
milestone on Airbus A321 programme

Aerostructures Assemblies (AAIPL), a joint venture between Aequs Aerospace
and Saab AB, celebrated an important milestone with the completion of the 100th
shipset each of Over Wing Exit Doors (OWED), skeleton assemblies and Door 3 Plugs
(D3P). The occasion was graced by Rémi Maillard, President & MD, Airbus – India &
South Asia, along with Thierry Cloutet, Head of Procurement – India & South Asia,
Airbus, at the Aequs SEZ in Belagavi. Expressing his views at the occasion, Rajeev
Kaul, MD & CEO, Aequs Aerospace, cited, “Airbus is an important customer and the
delivery of these 100 shipsets, in partnership with Saab, is a testimony to our extreme
customer focus. The fact that we were able to complete the projects well in time
despite the challenges posed by the pandemic, shows our resolve to deliver against all
odds to stringent customer requirements. This is also a confirmation of our engineering
prowess and capability to carry out complex aerostructure assemblies here in India.”
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“Being agile in customer
communication”
In this confab with Juili Eklahare, Rohit Dashrathi, Founder
& Director, Rucha Yantra – a company that provides robotics
solutions for material handling challenges – talks about the
advancements in mobile robotics, how it’s been a real game
changer to brainstorm on how clients can reach them and the
company’s future plans. Excerpts…
Within its first two years, Rucha
Yantra acquired a place in the top three
indigenous manufacturers of AGVs in
India. Can you tell us what the company
did differently to achieve this feat?

Rucha Yantra was founded in 2016 and we started doing really aggressive marketing with
the sales efforts. We had gone all in, not looking for any money as such. Our initial capital
in the product was invested by us rather than recovering it from the clients. Since last
year, the real game changer has been brainstorming on how clients can reach us rather
than us reaching them.

Can you tell us about some of the
solutions developed by your company
to eliminate non-value adding activities
involved with material handling on
shop floors and on outdoor premises
of manufacturing plants? How have
these solutions been benefitting
manufacturing companies?

We are strictly focused on the development of mobile robots as far as indoor & outdoor
material handling is concerned (that too automated). So, we have devised three product
segments – RAGHAV, VAMEN and SAEVK – which are the families of autonomus mobile
robots that we have developed with a differentiation into the navigation technologies
that they work on and also the geometries or load carriage types that they have to carry
to with them. Seven people were saved from doing non-value added activities when
VAMAN was deployed. Similarly, we also saved non-value adding work for several people
with RAGHAV & SEVAK as well.

What do you see in the future of the
material handling sector in the postCOVID world? What advancements are
you seeing in mobile robotics?

Post-COVID, there is an added awareness regarding sanitation and hygiene in the work
premises. That’s how the barometer has shifted from ‘how much money I have to put in to
get quick returns?’ to ‘how can I make my process more effective, productive & hygienic?’ As
for the advancements in mobile robotics, one of the biggest game changers that are going to
come into the mobile robotics industry is the upcoming abundance of aerial robots.

How is your company looking at
closing the gap of after-sales in material
handling services, something that is a
big dilemma for MNCs?

Specifically in material handling services, there always is a challenge when it comes to aftersales services & support because companies often don’t have the stocks of spares that are
needed when a breakdown happens. So, we provide assurance to our end-customers – we
identify the critical components inside the robot and make sure that we have a sufficient stack of
these items whenever a breakdown takes place. Secondly, we are working out plans to provide
a 24-hour service, regardless of where our robot is installed. Besides, we make sure that we
are very agile when it comes to customer communication in regards to after-sales & support.

What’s next for your company?

Our mid-term plan is to enter into aerial mobile robotics. We also intend to venture into
space robotics & space tourism.
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“Easy, efficient &
economical way to
start manufacturing”
…mentions Soumitra Joshi, Founder & CEO, Truventor.ai
– a company focused on offering on-demand manufacturing
solutions for an economical start – in his interview with
Anvita Pillai. Here, he divulges into the idea behind on-demand
manufacturing, the future of Industry 4.0 and more. Excerpts…
Can you tell us about starting
Truventor? How is it working
towards changing the face of the
future manufacturing by disrupting
traditional manufacturing?

The manufacturing industry has evolved considerably in terms of technologies and processes. While
most of the developments have happened in their own silos, I see a huge scope in taking the industry
to a different level in part by sourcing experience for customers & enhancing capacity and acquiring
new job shops for part manufacturers. With this vision, to solve these issues, we launched Truventor.ai.
We are working on an on-demand manufacturing concept with which manufacturers will not only
be able to sell their production capacities but also avail manufacturing solutions, like raw material
procurement, working capital, etc, online.

Can you highlight the trends in
on-demand, time-flexible and
capex-free cloud machines for
manufacturing? How can it help
the industry?

On-demand manufacturing is in the nascent stage in India. It is such a unique concept that it
helps the entire ecosystem in becoming more efficient. This concept can be a blessing to Indian
manufacturing SMEs with its unique value proposition.
The MSMEs contribute around 30% to the total GDP and are the backbone of the Indian
manufacturing industry. However, they face lots of challenges in their day-to-day business,
like acquiring new customers, marketing their capabilities, efficiently utilising their capacity, skill
development and availability of adequate finance, among others. These issues can be solved
with the on-demand manufacturing concept.

Your organisation recently acquired
Chizel. What is Truventor aiming to
achieve with this takeover? How will it
help strengthen your position in India?

Chizel has been in the B2B manufacturing marketplace for the last five years and has played
an instrumental role in pioneering the on-demand manufacturing ecosystem in India. With this
acquisition, we have become the largest network of part manufacturers in the country with over
700 suppliers in its network across the globe.

Out of all the Industry 4.0-based
technologies, which technologies
do you feel will gain prominence
for manufacturing in 2021 & the
future? Why?

Industry 4.0 is a combination of many exponential technologies applied to the manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing relates to hardcore mechanical engineering, hence, if one does not understand the
basics of manufacturing, he/she cannot generate value out of it. Industry 4.0 can be categorised
into four slabs, namely – information, prediction, reaction and prescription. We believe all the
components associated are key for the overall implementation and success of Industry 4.0.

What is in store for your
start-up in 2021? What are your
long-term goals?

We had an exciting 2020, and now we are gearing up for 2021. In 2021, we will release some
cool features that will make job-shops more efficient and acquire more customers, expand our
supplier network to other geographies and expand our operations in the Europe, the USA and
SEA countries. Our long-term goal is very simple; we want to create a platform that provides
‘easy, efficient and economical way to start manufacturing’.
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W O R L D A N A LY S I S

What SaaS

brings to India
Juili Eklahare, Features Writer
Software as a Service (SaaS) has become a crucial
part of businesses worldwide, driving both cost & revenue
efficiencies, worth billions of dollars. As COVID-19 has seen
faster digital adoption across businesses all over, Indian
SaaS companies, too, have made their place. According to
a recent NASSCOM report, the size of the SaaS market is
growing at 22.6% CAGR, globally. As for India, over just the
past five years, it has gone from a basic SaaS ecosystem
to more than 1000 SaaS start-ups, out of which more than
150 have surpassed US $1 million in revenues.
This progress & success can be credited to an extensive
base of skilled engineering talent coming from a big IT
services workforce, capital efficiency by getting competitive
products to the market at a fraction of the cost in western
markets and admirable 24x7 customer support. Plus,
with the Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan vision, Indian SaaS
companies are developing and selling their own applications
in place of outsourcing it.
While the COVID-19 pandemic has been and is still
an extremely challenging time for industries all over the
world, it has made available endless prospects for SaaS
modernisation; enterprises & small- and medium-sized
businesses (SMBs) that were working towards their digital
transformation journey for the long-term, had to jump into
this move instantly, which has surely helped them. To
speed up this alteration of moving services to the cloud or
EM | Feb 2021

incorporating software to the business, SaaS has positively
been there as an economical & effective key.
Moreover, this is also a vital period for SaaS start-ups as
it produces just as much an opportunity for their progress.
They too, are supplying to the evolving needs of the global
markets and there has been mounting attention being given
to enable the flourishing SaaS start-up system both from
large corporates & VCs. In fact, even businesses that have
a long and fruitful history of making use of other models are
experimenting with SaaS.
SaaS companies established by Indian entrepreneurs
are poised to reach US $18-20 billion in revenue, with the
potential to capture 7-9% share of the global SaaS market
by 2022, a report by Bain & Company said last year. Many
top global tech companies, like Google, Amazon, Microsoft,
etc, have their major R&D centres outside the US in India,
identifying cost advantages while working towards creating
outstanding product management & design and engineering
talent that is now plunging into start-ups, chiefly in SaaS.
India is getting ready for the next wave of SaaS start-ups
that are achieving their model locally and are going to swiftly
magnify into the world market. SaaS is strongly replacing other
software segments like Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), Point-of-Sale (POS) systems and Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP). And moreover, it is certainly here to stay,
with the Indian SaaS sector to become really self-learning.
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C O V E R S TO R Y

SAFETY IN MANUFACTURING:

The role of AI

Work-related accidents & injuries in the Indian manufacturing industry are a huge issue
and a number of such incidents are seen frequently. Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered
solutions in manufacturing, specifically in sectors like chemicals, heavy machinery and
big assembly lines, can help predict possible faults in equipment, assembly line robots &
safety measurements, and thus, help reduce accidents. AI programs facilitate safety
because they analyse data at a rate that’s impossible for humans to achieve (people
observing job site safety cameras are nowhere near as reliable or as thorough as
algorithms that comb through footage in real-time and alert one as possible dangers are
detected). The Cover Story explores how companies can figure out a safety budget to
invest in AI, the skills that will become even more
important with the development of the technology & how
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
AI has come to the rescue in the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Humans and AI actively enhance each
other’s complementary strengths

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a powerful technology. And so robots (cobots) to machine vision technologies as well as
far, we have only scratched the surface of what may be possible algorithms & models for Machine Learning (ML) & deep
as we continue to develop AI solutions. It has an important role learning. These technologies are highly promising in terms of
to play in helping manufacturers to prevent accidents, run the benefits they can bring for safer operations through a strategy
smarter and significantly enhance the safety of operations.
of ‘integrated safety excellence’.”
Using AI technologies for safety is vital for organisations in
Thenkurussi ‘Kesh’ Kesavadas, Co-founder, AirV Labs and
industries, like the manufacturing industry, energy, oil & gas, Professor of Industrial Engineering, University of Illinois, USA,
chemicals, mining and minerals that can run into hazardous goes on to mention that one of the very common causes of
situations. Industrial accidents & incidents associated with accidents in the industry is non-compliance, like people not
disabilities & fatalities in India are major concerns in wearing harness, working in unsafe areas or at heights, etc. So,
manufacturing sectors. The major causes of accidents come non-compliance is something that can be monitored through
about during the operation of machineries, industrial boiler AI systems. “For example, a computer vision system or sensors
explosions, fire & harmful gas leakages, etc. By using data to can monitor how people perform inside the factory. Early
help identify patterns and determine the root cause of an indications can be provided if people are not following the
accident, incident or near miss, AI systems in manufacturing regulations, which can send warnings or emails to managers
are aiming to prevent accidents by giving workers the tools to and cut down improper practices, thereby improving the safety
predict and thus, prevent accidents, and most importantly, situation inside a factory,” Kesavadas expounds.
fatalities.
He further goes on to assert that another practical way of
improving safety is through wearable sensors, which can be
worn over a jacket, on the wrist or on the helmet. These sensors
AI & safety in manufacturing
can be streaming data & monitoring activities that are going on
Rajesh Ramachandran, Chief Digital Officer – Process in a situation in the factory that might be hazardous. If one sees
Automation, ABB, says that in India, there is significant room for occurrences through Machine Learning and data analytics that
improvement in various aspects of safety. Analysts suggest that are not routine, that can also create a warning before a serious
40% of safety incidents can be attributed to injuries due to falling accident can happen. Just like in automated vehicles or selfwhich can be easily prevented. “By combining IoT technologies, driven cars, these kinds of technologies can also be applied
real-time data collection and with advanced analytics, AI helps inside a factory where multiple forklift machines can actually
to improve the safety of personnel & physical assets within a talk to each other through sensors and 5G technologies. They
manufacturing environment,” he explains and goes on, “AI, in can avoid collisions and hitting objects inside the plant.
the context of safety, covers a wide spectrum, from collaborative
“Fundamentally, the way AI should be used is more predictive,”
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AI, in the context of safety, covers a wide spectrum,
from cobots to machine vision technologies

Mahesh Subramanian, Co-founder & CEO, CamCom, puts
across and adds, “And as long as AI starts becoming more
predictive, then one should go back and start fixing issues at the
core rather than reacting to issues later in the supply chain. That
is how the correct use of AI would work in the manufacturing
segment. AI is never going to be 100%. So, the prime focus should
be to get to 90-95% with AI, while at the same time, training
humans to avoid the other 5-10%. Therefore, AI can eliminate
most of the repetitive tasks but if there are any higher order tasks
that require a kind of a thought process, then AI is still not there
in this point in time to do that.”
So then, while humans are trained, what role do they play
when it comes to AI? Moreover, we ask how they can join forces
with AI to boost each other's strengths and bring accidents to
the minimum in the manufacturing industry.

Humans and AI
“If any task is highly repetitive and monotonous, then those
are the tasks best suited for an AI system to take over and the
higher order thinking skills that are needed are brought in by
the humans. Because humans get bored easily,” Subramanian
further elucidates and continues, “So, if we are asked to do the
same thing over and over again on an eight-hour shift, then
we get bored and fatigue starts to set in. And then we start
making mistakes as humans, which is where machines have to
work in conjunction with us.”
Being on the same wavelength as Subramanian, Suresha
Parashivamurthy, Manager – Artificial Intelligence & Machine
Learning, Faurecia India, tells us that AI technology and
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robots don’t get tired and neither do they get distracted, slow
their pace or get bored. “This doesn’t remove humans from
the forefront of work, though,” he asserts and goes on, “Instead,
humans continue to play a role in supervising, programming
and repairing robots that are performing repetitive or
dangerous tasks. And though it might seem that using AI
technology to prevent accidents & protect workers will lead to
a human-free job site, it’s doubtful that that will ever be the
case. Robots will still need to be supervised, and human
workers will find that they still need to ‘teach’ robots in some
cases, to properly complete a task.”

Are 100% zero accidents really possible?
With AI’s capabilities and the humans’ bit in enhancing it
further (and vice-versa), AI has a prominent contribution to
increasing safety in the manufacturing industry. Although,
many are of the opinion that it is not possible to truly achieve
100% zero accidents in manufacturing through AI. For
instance, Kesavadas believes so because, very often, the human
beings are the weak link in any AI or machine control systems.
So, one can develop systems that can ideally solve most of the
problems but if people don’t follow the rules, then AI cannot
actually do much. Similarly, Ramachandran thinks that it is
not reasonable to expect that any amount of employee training,
AI technology or protocols can provide a guarantee of zero
accidents in manufacturing. There are many variables.
However, AI combined with timely human intervention can
maximise the levels of safety across an operation. On the flip
side, Gaurang Soni, Chief Technology Officer, Aavenir,
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AI technology and robots don’t get
tired and neither do they get distracted,
slow their pace or get bored

believes that it is possible but it is quite far away; manufacturing
has traditionally adapted to latest technologies to increase
efficiency, production output & decrease overall cost. But it is
yet to adopt latest technologies for workplace safety.

Deciding your AI budget
Plus, there’s one very important factor for companies to
consider when turning to AI - the cost and budget factor. In spite
of its benefits to workplace safety, AI is still a rising piece of high
tech with a hefty price – an investment that needs careful
consideration. “You can’t put a cost on human life,” avers Soni
and continues, “Those who adopt AI early will benefit greatly as
the tech industry is coming up with a lot of innovative solutions
around it. This technology is here to stay, and we can quote
numerous organisations that have already deployed it at their
workplaces & have seen it make a difference immediately.”
Building AI systems is not only the cost of hardware and
computers but very often, there is cost involved in ML and
teaching these computers and so on. Therefore, it requires a
lot of planning and investment. Kesavadas reveals that one
way that manufacturing companies can decide on the
investment is by really looking at the history of the productivity
loss or the loss due to injury, etc and looking at the major
hurdles or pain points in safety maintenance. “For example,
let’s say there are 20 major accidents in a given year and if one
can identify where the accidents were & how much it cost the
company based on data, then one can calculate the ROI very
easily if an AI-based CCTV or sensors on workers or any of
those technologies are added,” he says.
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AI is expensive – A myth
But is AI really that expensive? Ramachandran thinks not.
He claims that it is a major myth that it is too expensive to apply
AI for safety in manufacturing. In reality, organisations are
increasingly using AI and are seeing ROI more quickly. “There
is significant reduction in the costs of computing and storage
while smart sensors and IoT act as enablers for gathering the
necessary data. The beauty is that technologies today can run on
a more simple device on the edge or on the cloud. Judicious
application of AI and industrial analytics for identified use
cases can quickly turn into a self-funding programme, allowing
the organisation to scale to an enterprise level deployment over
time,” he states. Likewise, Subramanian too, observes that AI
being very expensive is a myth, which depends on use case to
use case. Companies need to understand what the cost of safety
is to them; it is not just something going wrong or some parts
being damaged. It could be the cost of a human life.

AI skills in handy
One truly can’t put a cost on human life. And not only are
the humans valuable themselves but the skills they impart in the
industry. With AI growing so fast, there is going to be a demand
for people from computer engineering, computer science and
an understanding of how ML happens, etc. “The skills required
to successfully deploy advanced AI technologies can be
categorised into two major areas. Firstly, we clearly need a set of
skills for solution providers in order to implement AI-based
solutions. In this category, we need roles like data scientists, IT
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AI combined with timely human intervention can
maximise the levels of safety across an operation

specialists, industry specific domain experts, business analysts
and digital experts. Secondly, for deployment and adoption, we
need customer expertise to define the use cases for business &
safety processes,” Ramachandran divulges.
Adding to this, Soni coveyes, “One has to look forward and
imagine that with the advancement of AI, we will have an
abundance of data at our disposal. To make sense out of this
huge amount of data, we will need data scientists to help give us
a predictive output. Also, with predictive data at our disposal,
there will be a huge opportunity to automate more processes
and hence, automation skills.”

AI’s fight against COVID-19
So far, we know the role AI has been playing for the safety of
the manufacturing industry and what needs to be done for the
industry to benefit more deeply from it. We know what the
manufacturing industry would need down the line in terms of
skill-sets for AI. We know that through collaborative intelligence,
humans and AI actively enhance each other’s complementary
strengths. Nonetheless, what is the first thing that strikes us
when we think of safety through AI in the times right now?
Moreover, safety as a whole, in the times right now?
That’s right. We can’t look past the COVID-19 pandemic
that has changed the complete functioning of industries and
made safety a priority more than it perhaps will ever be. And AI
hasn’t turned its back on the manufacturing industry whilst the
COVID-19 outbreak has been giving everyone challenging times.
In fact, India has the greatest advantage than any other country
in the world right now, given the current scenario with COVID-19
that the world is facing. Lots of manufacturing units will move
over to India with the amount of workforce we have, and this is
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the right time to take advantage of the same & embrace workplace
safety with the help of AI.
“AI and ML are playing a key role in better understanding
and addressing the COVID-19 crisis. ML technology enables
computers to mimic human intelligence and ingest large
volumes of data to quickly identify patterns & insights,”
Parashivamurthy remarks and goes on, “Some of the main areas
where AI is helping fight against COVID-19 are contactless
screening of COVID-19 patients with symptoms by using AI
chat bot, speeding up innovation in the field of vaccinations &
treatments, helping to recognise patterns in X-ray images and
enhancing the ability of radiologists to decide about COVID-19.”
Ramachandran goes on to further reveal, “Almost 50% of the
businesses we speak to want to know more about how AI can be
used to tackle the challenges posed by the pandemic. Increasingly,
there is a need to run operations safely but with fewer human
beings present at the site. Adoption of digital technologies & AI
can greatly assist human beings to manage and operate many of
the plant activities remotely.”

Putting AI to use
Through the advancement in technologies, AI has a huge
potential to drastically reduce safety incidents and can provide
greater safety as well as increase the visibility of problems before
they turn into a crisis. The focus should be on embracing these
technologies and putting them to use. Moreover, people must
follow the warnings provided by the AI systems once they’re built,
otherwise it won’t help. What industries have to understand is
that AI requires a lot of coordination, planning and insight before
they can actually find out what is an ideal solution that can reduce
accidents inside the plant. ☐
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Union Budget 2021-22
– Is it 1991 again?

With the Union Budget 2021-22 out now, various measures have been implemented, improved
and amplified from the 2020-21 Budget. The Viewpoint gathers insights from various prominent
spokespersons from healthcare, manufacturing, start-ups, MSME & industry associations, etc and
finds out if the Budget is really the best budget presented in the last 100 years, as proclaimed, or if
there are any shortfalls and the overall impact on the future of businesses in India.

Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net

“Budget provides an opportunity for state & centre to
rebuild the future together”

This Budget has the ingredients to deliver long-term growth, and we
are encouraged by it. The infrastructure boost will give a much-needed
benefit to heavy- and medium-commercial vehicle segments. Keeping in
mind the environment and auto industry at large, the voluntary scrappage
policy is a step in the right direction. The PLI scheme investments will
encourage global manufacturing firms, provide incentives for local
manufacturing to expand and will create massive jobs & opportunities for
the youth. This Budget has been very progressive for the railways too. The
push for additional investment towards MetroLite and MetroNeo for
smaller cities bode well in the long run. Also, the commissioning of
dedicated freight corridors will improve the overall movement of goods and
spur economic activities. The only caution here is to look at the inflating
fiscal deficit. Overall, the Budget provides an opportunity for the state &
central governments to come together and rebuild for the future, and we
must seize these growth opportunities.

Harsha Kadam,

Managing Director
& CEO,
Schaeffler India

Vikas Khanvelkar,
Managing Director,
DesignTech Systems

“Extending the already announced PLI schemes will increase domestic manufacturing’”

As mentioned by the FM, Nirmala Sitharaman, this year’s Budget has been presented during unprecedented times. It aims to give
a boost to the economy by increasing expenditure in many sectors. Hence, 6.8% fiscal deficit looks difficult but is achievable through
ambitious divestment programmes announced. Focus on health by providing ₹64,000 crore for ‘Swastha Bharat’ and ₹35,000 crore
for vaccination is an excellent move. On the industrial front, extending the already announced PLI scheme for the electronics sector
to 13 more sectors by providing ₹1.97 lakh crore over five years is a great move to support the ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ initiative too. It
will give a strong push to grow the manufacturing sector and will create job opportunities. Mitra scheme for creating world-class
companies in the textile field will help boost textile exports. The long-awaited voluntary vehicles scrapping scheme is also perfect for
the automotive sector. Overall, the Budget is in the right direction to get our economy back on track to reach the $5 trillion economy.”
EM | Feb 2021
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“The government is working hard to reach the growth target”

Amit Gupta,

Managing Director,
SAG Infotech

There are much more positives than negatives in the Budget 2021. Most importantly,
there are no new taxes that helped either the stock market or investors. It is deliberately set
towards fiscal stimulus growth, giving hope for a 15.5% growth. Also, the expenditure on
public sectors with an agreeable deficit rate are alright for the near future. An 11% growth may
or may not be achievable as there are dozens of factors. The Budget shows that the government
is working hard to reach the target, but people’s sentiments are still negative and might not
improve till we become mask-free.
For the growth of manufacturing activities, India has to tackle its basic necessity – dozens of
regulatory permissions – which my clients and I have been a witness to for two decades now. The
emphasis on ‘Make in India’, ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ and ‘Vocal for Local’ schemes will bring
some softness in regulatory compliance for starting manufacturing units. Following the mobile
industry, around 10 more industries will be a target to these initiatives and will see a boost.

Ashok Patel,

CEO & Founder,
Max Ventilators

“A strong & disciplined implementation agenda
will achieve 11% GDP growth”

The healthcare sector has been at the centre of all the policies since the pandemic hit. The
announcement of Aatmanirbhar Health Yojana, with an outlay of ₹64,180 crore, and the National
Health Mission is an excellent step towards strengthening primary, secondary and tertiary
healthcare systems. But all these schemes will surely need time to reflect results on a larger scale.
The expansion of the PLI scheme, with an allocation of ₹1.97 lakh crore over the next five years,
will boost medical device manufacturing in the country. However, what seemed to be missing
was the encouragement of private investment in healthcare infrastructure and the manufacturing
of medical devices. The private sector rose to the challenge during the pandemic, whether it was
innovation or manufacturing of devices, drugs or vaccines, and they expected a boost. As far as
the achievability of 11% GDP growth is concerned, I am confident that by adopting a strong &
disciplined implementation agenda, the government will be able to accomplish it.
Ramesh Mamgain,
Country Manager,
India and SAARC,
Commvault
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“Digital connectivity will ultimately become a cornerstone of everything we do”

The Union Budget 2021 is sui generis considering it is India’s first-ever ‘Digital Budget’. The

gesture of doing away with the paper versions of the Budget underlines the government’s commitment
towards the PM’s ‘Digital India’ vision. The renewed focus on infrastructure means accelerated
technology adoption, which cannot be accomplished without data privacy measures propelled by
data protection. This approach would help in strengthening India’s data protection framework to
protect individual information, with investments in key technologies, like AI and ML, to secure
cloud-based infrastructures. While the capital expenditure on the physical connectivity – road,
railway and port – have been highlighted throughout, I am sure that digital connectivity will ultimately
become a cornerstone of everything we do in the current times. Overall, it is an inclusive, pro-growth
Budget presenting a balanced stance on the pathway to recovery.
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Jeetender Sharma,
Founder & MD,
Okinawa Autotech
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“Incentivising EV consumption could have aggravated domestic demand”

The Budget 2021-22 effectively sets a roadmap for the next five years with a slew of
measures for the overall economic growth while also focusing on ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ and
‘Make in India’. The increase in customs duty on automobile parts will rightly encourage
domestic manufacturing. The increased focus on strengthening the country’s infrastructure
and the allocation of ₹1.08 trillion for the Ministry of Roads is a welcomed move. Furthermore,
the commitment of ₹1.97 lakh crore for PLI schemes covering 13 sectors also comes as a cheer
for the industry. All in all, the Budget is definitely rewarding.
The pandemic had an inevitable impact on the auto industry. For the much-needed impetus
to the sector from EVs, reduction in GST and reconsideration of the current taxation framework
applicable on raw material & final product was expected. The government could have also
aggravated the domestic demand by further incentivising individual and commercial
consumption of EVs pan India. Nevertheless, we are optimistic that this fiscal year will unfold
immense growth opportunities, and we are geared for it.

Chandrakant Salunkhe,
President,
SME Chambers of India

“Encourage manufacturing with more liberal policies”

I am not quite happy with the Budget allotted particularly for the SME sector. The PLIs
offered, too, aren’t very satisfactory. I believe, if they can announce an additional budget for the
SME sector, India can aim at growing well and compete with China, Germany, Italy, France, etc.
Giving importance to the ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan’, focus should be given not just to
health (sector) but also on creating wealth by focusing on SMEs, manufacturing and creating new
entrepreneurship. The Budget openly invites investments in insurance, aviation, etc; similarly, the
government needs to create a similar environment encouraging investments in the manufacturing
sector with more liberal policies. The 11% growth in the GDP is a huge expectation from India’s
perspective, but nevertheless we can aim for it. For this, the government needs to support all the
sectors by focusing more on an all-India level, where they need to create employment, produce
quality products for local & global market and, most importantly, create a level playing field. The
SME sector expects the government to take serious steps to empower the industry, because in
India, almost all industries are dependent on the SME sector’s supply chain management.

Nikunj Sanghi,

President,
Automotive Skills
Development Council (ASDC)
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“The voluntary vehicle scrappage policy will drive demand in the automotive sector”

This Union Budget 2020-21 is expected to give a thrust to the Indian manufacturing industry. It will

boost the MSMEs and strengthen the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ initiative. The positives include doubling of the
allocation for MSMEs and the PLI scheme for the auto industry to improve production efficiency to become
self-reliant. On the downside, the Indian automobile market is unlikely to reach 2018 levels any time soon; the
much-required GST and cess rationalisation were also missing from the Budget. Additionally, increasing the
customs duty on certain auto parts to 15% will increase the input costs. This will lead to a hike in car prices
which depend on specialised components that cannot be manufactured locally due to unviable volumes.
But the increased outlays in the road sector for building 8500 km of highways and economic corridors,
infrastructure development, including a ₹18,000 crore scheme to enhance public transport in urban areas, and
the introduction of the voluntary vehicle scrappage policy will drive demand in the automotive sector.
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Rajesh Nath,

Managing Director,
VDMA India

“Budget 2021-22 - growth-oriented and expansionary endeavour,
instead of a protectionist budget”

The Budget of 2021-22 is sui generis, given the circumstances. Amidst a global slowdown, a fillip
to the Indian economy through a growth-oriented and expansionary endeavour, instead of a
protectionist budget, was necessary. Physical, health and agriculture infrastructure have received the
maximum attention, and DFI will further support implementing a burgeoning infrastructure outlay.
The voluntary scrappage — a first — will make fitness test a criterion for scrapping. It will enable a
shift towards newer vehicles, boost demand for CV production and support the entire ecosystem.
While some more initiatives to promote EVs would have been ideal, the government has noted
India’s critical role in the global automotive supply chain post-COVID. PLI schemes, infrastructure
creation for R&D and skill development for new-gen technologies, like AI and ML, will help drive
investment in engineering and research. The Aatmanirbhar Bharat–PLI scheme, with a commitment
of ₹1.97 lakh crore, over five-years, will be a game changer. It will provide a significant fillip to the
construction of industrial and manufacturing facilities — both greenfield and brownfield.

Rama Kirloskar,

Managing Director,
Kirloskar Ebara Pumps &
Director, Kirloskar Brothers

“Augmenting FDIs in manufacturing is the need of the hour”

The Budget 2021 assumes greater significance as it comes amid the COVID-19 pandemic,
which led to massive economic disruptions, locally & globally. Spending ₹1.97 lakh crore on
various PLI schemes, over the next five years, will attract global players in the Indian manufacturing
sector as the government is planning to offer plug-and-play infrastructure. The special focus on
manufacturing will also assist in augmenting FDIs in this sector, undoubtedly the need of the
hour. The announcement to extend social security benefits and minimum wages to gig and
platform workers will ensure their economic development, impacting around 15 million gig
workers. Further, allowing women to work in all categories, including night shifts with adequate
protection, will ensure more women participation and economic development. Plus, this Budget
addresses unorganised labour force’s needs with the proposal to launch a portal to collect relevant
information. It will help formulate health, housing, skill, insurance credit and food schemes for
migrant workers. This proposal was indeed required to make India’s workforce future-ready."
Vineet Seth,

Managing Director –
South Asia &
Middle East,
Mastercam APAC
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“The policies are bold, balanced, inclusive and progressive”

Apropos to the current climate, the Budget has quite a few positives, including doubling MSME expenditure
to ₹17,000 crore which enables for manufacturing. The economic revival is predicated upon infrastructure projects.
I-T waiver for senior citizens, tax assessment reduction to three years, tax holiday extension for start-ups by a year
are significant positives. Overall, the Budget hits the right notes. IMF has projected India to hit 11.5% growth and
lauded for decisive action and systematic reopening. FY22 is most likely to see a return to pre-COVID levels;
mobility indicators for three to four months have been pointing to a revitalised economy. We should hit 11%
growth, as projected by the Economic Survey. Manufacturing-based initiatives – Aatmanirbhar Bharat, PLI, etc –
have a direct positive impact; 35% capex increase will also benefit the sector. Moreover, the defence Budget will
contribute significantly. The Swasth Bharat Yojana will provide impetus to medical manufacturing. The policies
are bold, balanced, inclusive and progressive. The Distributed nature of domestic end-user verticals across
agriculture, transportation and other industries are truly taking us towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat.
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Kumar Deepak,

Principal Consultant,
Manufacturing & Process
Consulting Practice,
Frost & Sullivan

VIEWPOINT

“Current rebound with budget measures will boost demand & consumption”

Remarkable points in the Budget are an increase in capex and fiscal deficit target. Policies,
like vehicle scrappage & PLI extension will increase domestic consumer demand. The vision of
self-reliance is also evident. Sectors like FMCG and tourism did not find much mention, nor was
there any change in the tax slab, as the primary focus was growth. FY20 witnessed contraction
due to COVID-19, but the growth is now back. As per the Economic Survey, fundamentals have
remained strong. Current rebound, coupled with budget measures, will boost demand and
consumption. Hence, ceteris paribus, an 11% growth is achievable. The real contribution will
reflect in the long-term growth starting FY22. The extension of PLI to 13 sectors will make
Indian manufacturers globally competitive. Vehicle scrappage will boost CVs, PVs and
ancillaries. BCD increases will help domestic firms. With a focus on cleaner future, the Hydrogen
Energy Mission for FY22 was announced, which is not only essential to decarbonise heavy
industries but is also the key to clean electric mobility that doesn’t depend on rare minerals.

Parthasarathi Patnaik,
Chief Risk Officer,
Vayana Network

“‘Bad bank’ could kick start manufacturing ground up”

The Union Budget 2021-22 focuses on providing strong economic stimuli to enable India
to grow its way out of the negativity induced by the pandemic over the past year. Large increases
in budgetary outlay towards surface & public transport are likely to give a leg up to manufacturing.
The proposed voluntary vehicle scrappage policy phases out polluting vehicles and ushers in an
era of modern EVs and enables infrastructure in line with global trends. MSMEs, particularly,
may benefit from the unclogging of credit from the banking system following proposals to setup a ‘bad bank’; it could kick start manufacturing ground up, generate large scale employment
and deliver growth to the country. However, the government’s ability to generate revenues to
support this large expansion in expenditure would be key. Given no major new taxes, the
government will have to make good its disinvestment targets in time and borrow efficiently to
pump prime the economy and deliver 11% GDP growth rate; challenging but definitely doable.

Ravichandran
Purushothaman,
President,
Danfoss India
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“Infrastructure investments are pivotal to enhance India’s manufacturing prowess”

The Budgets’ provision doubling the MSME allocation and setting aside ₹15,700 crore in FY22 will
strengthen India’s local manufacturing base. Further, the ₹1.97 lakh crore, over the next five years, for
PLI schemes for an Aatmanirbhar Bharat will nurture size & scale and create jobs for the youth. The
enhanced outlay of ₹1,18,101 crore announced for development of roads and highways would benefit
corollary industries – cement, steel and transportation – showcase recovery potential. The move towards
reducing air pollution and the impetus provided to the renewable energy sector, sustainability-oriented
products can be effective drivers of maximising energy efficiency. The Budget has attempted to strike a
balance between supporting growth and modest deficit reduction. It addresses supply-scarring and
demand-constraint issues across industries; fiscal and tax relief measures would go a long way in boosting
aggregate demand. Besides, infrastructure investments will be pivotal in enhancing India’s manufacturing
prowess, acting as a catalyst in the journey towards becoming a local production powerhouse. Also, the
NSDA’s special emphasis on infrastructure-focused skill development and the move to include young
engineers in the Project Preparation Facility will address the skill gap and job creation concerns.
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“Rajasthan, the most preferred investment
destination with a conducive ecosystem”
…mentions Prasadi Lal Meena, Minister of Industries, Government of Rajasthan,
in his interview with Anvita Pillai. He details on Rajasthan’s plan to attract more
investment, while also addressing environmental concerns and its plan-of-action to
make the state pharma-production conducive, the labour reforms and more. Excerpts...
Various foreign companies are now looking at India as an
attractive location to set up their manufacturing base. How
are you planning on making Rajasthan a lucrative option to
attract manufacturing industries? What sort of subsidies
and packages are you planning to offer these companies?
Over the last few years, the Rajasthan government has
adopted several new policies to facilitate new investments
and strengthen the industrial infrastructure. The Rajasthan
Industrial Development Policy 2019, Rajasthan Investment
Promotion Scheme 2019, Rajasthan MSME (Facilitation of
Establishment and Operation) Act 2019, all have numerous
provisions for industries, from best incentives across the
country to smooth commencement of operations. Recently,
Rajasthan CM, Ashok Gehlot, launched a ‘One Stop Shop’
facility that brings together 14 significant departments
under one roof to ensure smooth clearances of investment
proposals. A Board of Investment has been constituted under
the CM’s chairmanship to decide on special packages for
major investment proposals. The state government has also
introduced sector-specific policies, like the new solar energy
policy, hybrid & renewable
energy policy, agriculture
&
tourism
policy
to harness renewable
energy potential and
ensure quality power
supply.
The
Industry
Department is also
proactively pursuing
investors looking to
establish/expand their
base. Even during the
lockdown, officials
were actively
in touch
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with the investors’ fraternity and investment consultants
from several countries. Video conferences were held with
representatives of investor bodies from various states.
While Punjab and Himachal Pradesh have established
a thriving pharma sector, Rajasthan does not have a
vibrant industry. What are your plans to promote the
pharma industry in Rajasthan? When will you be coming
out with your pharma policy?
The new industrial policy identifies ‘pharmaceuticals and
medical devices’ as a thrust sector. This calls for extending
preference and price advantage to local manufacturers in
procurement by the state. The government has planned to
develop a specialised pharmaceutical & medical device park
to attract the market giants. It is also working to strengthen
the sectoral infrastructure, such as testing laboratories,
warehouses and temperature-controlled facilities to store
medical products. Rajasthan, as well-known, has additional
advantages to attract investments. It has a robust medical
set-up and attracts medical tourists from its neighbouring
states. The state also has a quality academic system, which
ensures the availability of qualified workforce. Rajasthan
has a vast network of state highways and also has direct rail,
road & air connectivity with other parts of country.
Recently, RPMA urged for an attractive pharmaceutical
policy, especially to aid the pharma sector to spur bulk
drug production. What are the government’s plans on this?
The Rajasthan Industrial Development Policy will
be establishing a pharmaceutical and medical device
development cell. The pharma-related clearances have also
been associated with ‘One Stop Shop’ for faster approvals.
Also, to further promote the pharma sector, the RIPS 2019
proposes fiscal assistance for manufacturers of Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) and medical devices.
Rajasthan has started tapping its wind energy potential,
and it has now begun expanding its solar energy parks.
How do you plan on making renewable energy a viable
proposition for producers? Also, are there any plans to
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Parsadi Lal Meena is an Indian politician and currently
serving as the Cabinet Minister of Industry Development
and State Enterprises. He is also member of the 8th, 9th,
10th, 11th, 13th and 15th Legislative Assembly of Rajasthan.
Prior to this, he served as the Minister of Cooperative and
Food Supply for two terms (1998–2003 and 2008–2013)
and currently represents Lalsot (Assembly constituency)
as a member of the Indian National Congress.
get domestic manufacturing of solar cells and panels in the Rajasthan is among the leading states in ease of doing
state now that the central government has imposed a higher business; it has been ahead in reforms and facilitating trade
duty on imports?
& industry. This, along with skilled manpower, affordable
To facilitate the renewable energy sector, we have introduced the land, infrastructure and effective governance, makes the state
Rajasthan Solar Energy Policy, 2019 and the Wind and Hybrid a preferred investment destination.
Energy Policy, 2019. The CM has a vision to promote Rajasthan
The industrial policy takes care of overall industrial
as a hub of renewable energy, providing affordable & quality development and encourages industries to partner in skill
power without contributing to pollution. The policy has attracted development. The state has also developed a centralised repository
many major investments, and the state is advancing towards of human resources under the banner of ‘Rajkaushal’. Soon, it
establishing ‘Ultra Solar Power Parks’.
will be valuable for planning skill upgradation programmes and
The government is also keen to develop
will develop an ecosystem conducive to
the ancillary industries, and discussions are
both the investors and labour force.
being held with investors regarding local
development of various components. It is RAJASTHAN WILL BE A HUB OF How are you planning on promoting
also exploring possibilities to promote local
the R&D capabilities & technological
RENEWABLE ENERGY,
manufacturing of solar cells and panels.
advancements for manufacturing in
PROVIDING AFFORDABLE AND the state? How do you envision the
QUALITY POWER WITHOUT industrial infrastructure in the state of
Environmental factors have become
an essential parameter in today’s CONTRIBUTING TO POLLUTION Rajasthan by 2025?
manufacturing. What changes in the
The Rajasthan Industrial Policy 2019
law can manufacturing companies/
established a vision for ‘Industry 4.0’,
associations expect with regards to the pollution standards?
which will extend incentives to the industries for the acquisition
Environmental conservation is certainly not an obstruction of technology, skill development and R&D. Centres will
to industrialisation; it is rather essential for sustainable be developed for R&D by bringing together industry and
development. Rajasthan will assist industries to become more academia. Special fiscal and infrastructure support to units using
environmentally friendly. For this purpose, the new industrial automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies
policy supports green building and eco-friendly industries; have been envisioned. Support shall also be provided to state
incentives and necessary regulatory support are being offered incubators for upgrading facilities with new-age technologies,
for reuse & recycling of industrial waste. The government is also such as Internet of Things (IoT), FinTech, clean energy, climate
working to explore new methodologies.
engineering, clean transportation, etc. Further, the policy
The industries department is working with stakeholders envisages educational institutes to promote entrepreneurship by
from industrial areas to form Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to providing access to labs and state of the art machinery.
encourage waste management & recycling. The state government
The CM has laid a vision to make Rajasthan the most
is also working to ensure that the deserving applications for preferred investment destination with a conducive ecosystem
environmental applications are disposed off in due time, thus for an inclusive, balanced and sustainable industrial
avoiding unnecessary delay and hardships for investors.
development. Thus, the industrial infrastructure development
goals are not limited to trade freight corridors, grid-based
The new labour norms indicate that states can ease hiring and gas supplies but also to develop social infrastructure, such as
firing policy. A few of your adjoining states have done so, will hospitals, colleges and childcare facilities to those employed
you be following suit? If not, don’t you think you will lose out? in these industries. ☐

‘‘
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Successful contact pressure
validation for ‘O’ ring with
contact analysis
Imperial Auto, an integrated Fluid Transmission Products manufacturer, was facing a critical
challenge to optimise fluid flow and minimise the fluid loss. For a set of challenges faced in a
particular project to fix an ‘O’ ring leakage, the company reached to Altair for its simulation
products, like HyperWorks, HyperMesh, etc. The case study explains how Altair helped Imperial
Auto cut down on the number of prototype iterations and reduce the turnaround time.
Established in the year 1969, Imperial Auto is one of the
world’s biggest integrated manufacturers of ‘Fluid
Transmission Products (FTPs). The company has eight
dedicated manufacturing and assembly plants in India.
Imperial’s multi-location, state-of-the-art manufacturing
facilities have diversified product portfolio and it serves the
niche clientele. The grand vision of the company’s top
management can be easily gauged from the strategic and
technical alliances that it has formed with major international
players in their industry. The company operates on a global
scale and has a strong worldwide presence in their market.
Imperial is a major and important supplier of parts to leading
engine, automotive, off-highway and farm equipment OEMs
worldwide and also boasts of multiple overseas warehousing
facilities to serve its clients seamlessly.
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The company believes in manufacturing only world-class
quality products and considers its high level of commitment
towards continuous improvement as the most important
prerequisite of serving clients on a global scale. It has made
significant investment in its R&D initiatives. It has a robust
headcount of 3000 employees and has some of the most
coveted and respected quality & environmental certifications,
such as the ISO / TS 16949:2009 and ISO 14001:2004. Some of
the global OEMs, such as Caterpillar, Cummins, FIAT
Powertrain, Navistar, General Motors, JCB and John Deere,
find a place in the company’s client list.

Reducing prototype iterations & turnaround time
Being an important supplier to some of the world’s most
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Advanced Multisensor
Vision Measuring
Systems
reputed OEMs, the company considers it imperative on its
part to be very innovative in the product design and
development processes. It becomes more important for them
in the automotive industry vertical because they manufacture
fluid transmission pipes, which are crucial for a controlled
and sustained flow of fluids (petrol, diesel, brake oil and
coolant). In this critical and highly dynamic environment, the
company found it challenging to optimise fluid flow and
minimise fluid loss. The Imperial team also understood the
importance of having a secured, predictable and confirmed
process that will generate accurate results in its innovation
efforts. To add to this, because the team comprehended even
the finer nuances of their processes, they wanted their R&D
solutions to be robust enough to handle all platform variations
and be scalability compliant. Through this, the team wanted
to ensure that the complete design of a product is handled in
one common environment.
Amidst this backdrop, the Imperial team faced a set of
challenges in one of their important projects. In their pursuit
of designing and building a flawless assembly component, the
team had to check the ‘O’ ring leakage that could withstand
required air pressure of 3 kg/cm2. In this endeavour, the team
struggled with an iterative process because they had to build
several prototypes to confirm the ‘O’ ring leakage. This trialand-error method to check the ‘O’ ring leakage and build a
flawless product was unreliable and took a considerable
amount of time to finalise the product design.

Analyse & interpret results using HyperWorks
When faced with this challenge, the team wanted a
solution that could help them cut the turnaround time,
reduce prototype iterations and also improve the design &
product quality. After examining a few simulation products
which met the requirements, the Imperial team finalised
Altair’s HyperWorks, as its features were an exact fit that
promised to deliver. The team started with utilising the
meshing capabilities of Altair HyperMesh™ to mesh the
model. It had a ready rubber model that had the required
material properties. Simulation in HyperWorks made it easy
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O-Ring Application

Displacement

Contact Traction / Normal (pressure)

Contact Status / Normal

Contact Forces / Normal

O-Ring

for the team to establish contact between the ‘O’ ring, pipe
and the cylinder bore. The team then analysed the result by
using the non-linear Quasi Static analysis method and
effortlessly simulated the product’s physical behaviour. In
the final stage, the team used Altair HyperView™ to interpret
the analysis results objectively when it came to contact
requirements. “Implementing Altair Solutions in our R&D
division has brought considerable change. The token-based
licensing model is easy to adopt and execute as it offers
complete flexibility to users,” mentioned Kushal Bir, VicePresident, Imperial Auto Industries.

Reduced turnaround time with time & cost savings
The Imperial team found an excellent and dependable
solution in HyperWorks. The team was ecstatic that it
enabled them to interpret the results with regards to contacts
for various parameters and scenarios, such as contact status,
contact forces and contact pressure. HyperWorks made it
possible for the Imperial team to confirm the requirement of
the ‘O’ ring to prevent leakages. The team also interpreted
that the required air pressure was within the allowable
specifications. With the team delivering excellent results
with the HyperWorks suite on similar projects, they are
excited to explore more capabilities of the solution. With its
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deployment, the company saved an incredible 70% of the
overall product development time. This translated in a
significant reduction in the number of prototypes that were
earlier built to reach the target quality of the product. With
time and prototype iterations taking the downward curve,
the team achieved an impressive saving of almost 40-50% of
the product development cost too. This has gained customer
confidence and resulted in customer satisfaction.
Propelled by the project result, the team implemented
Altair OptiStruct™ for design optimisation activities and
managed to reduce design weight easily. The team is happy
that the Altair HyperWorks suite acts as a one-stop-shop for
its requirements and reduces their prototype count, shortens
the iterative process, and hence, reduces the final turnaround
time. “Altair HyperWorks™ helped us cut down on the
number of prototype iterations, final turnaround time and
also saved on the project cost. We are now keen on exploring
other capabilities of the Altair CAE Suite in our product
development cycle. Also, both DesignTech and Altair
Technical teams provided excellent support and training.
With their help, we were able to realise newer applications of
tools that we could use in our product line,” Nikhil Srivastava,
Sr CAE Engineer (R&D Department), Imperial Auto
Industries, signed off. ☐
Courtesy: DesignTech Systems
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Steel as an engineering
material in manufacturing
Materials have been in use since the start of humanity and are a part of the everyday
world, being used in various application areas. It’s no surprise that engineering materials
are of prominence in all tech & manufacturing industries alike. And one of the most
useful and effective engineering materials used in the manufacturing industry is steel. It
offers almost everything to manufacturers, from its affordability to
capability to alloy with almost any other important metal. This
article takes us through the various eras of steel and explains why
R Jayaraman,
Head – Capstone Projects,
Bhavan’s SPJIMR
it is the most favoured engineering material.
In a webinar held recently, chemicals industry leader, D S
Ravindra Raju, President, Deepak Fertilisers & Petrochemicals
Corp, spoke about implementing the ‘proof of concept’ in a plant
in a large chemicals company under his charge. He and his group
are working on improvements in the Environment, Health and
Safety (EHS) area, capacity & reliability, quality, productivity and
efficiency. The change is to be brought about by using digital and
IT-oriented technologies. And the issues that the change initiative
is covering are to be addressed through engineering, technology
and human ingenuity. These three interconnected mechanisms
have been at the forefront of industrial advancements over the
years since the industrial revolution began in the late 1700s.
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Engineering materials have been the instrument through
which all improvements due to engineering developments
have been implemented. It all began with the use of iron and
steel to make large machines, like flywheels, forging presses
and railway engines. Over time, aluminium, copper, tin & a
few other metals came into use. Magnetism, electrical
conductivity and generation & transportation of electric
power led to major advances in the way machines worked.
The source of energy, which used to be water (in the form of
steam), human hands & animals, was extended to include
electric power, magnetic mobility, followed by electro
magnetism. Then came nuclear materials, piezo electric
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The classification of engineering materials

crystals, carbon, composites, ceramics, electronic components,
sensors and newly synthesised materials, which extended &
expanded the use of engineering materials. In the global
engineering materials journey, steel has been and will
continue to be the leading material, never mind the
competition from aluminium, carbon, etc.

Stage 1: The capital goods era
In the initial stages of the industrial revolution, steel was
used to build equipment to manufacture other assets. For
example, forging presses, EOT cranes, chemical reactor
vessels and so on. These capital equipment manufacturing
applications were possible due to the increasing availability of
steel, alloy steels, cast iron and related engineering materials.
The sintering plants, blast furnaces, coke ovens, open hearth
furnaces, ingot making mills, blooming mills, rolling mills,
which were all built using various amounts of steel & iron,
produced millions of tons of steel, a lot of which was used to
build capital equipment.
The steel that was produced in the shape of slabs, plates
and sheets was used to make capital equipment through
cutting, shaping, welding (joining), machining and fitting.
Over the years, the demand for high strength steels, especially
of the alloys variety, has increased substantially. In fact, for
some of the applications, like aerospace, VLCC ships and
Antarctic ice breakers, which are special purpose, infrequent
applications have challenged materials science engineers.
Such equipment is usually large, works in extreme
temperatures and is expected to work to very high safety
standards. Alloying elements, like chromium, nickel (for
stainless steels), high nickel (for low temperature applications),
low to very low carbon (for corrosion free steels), vanadium
(for high strength & ductility), are typically used to expand
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the scope of engineering properties of steel. Of late, like highspeed fighter aircraft, large and very large planes (which all
demand high strength, with malleability & ductility over
severe temperature ranges) use stainless steels that are
versatile, utilitarian and maraging steels. The era of capital
equipment will continue to be an integral part of the iron &
steel industry. The newer applications, like the Mars Voyager,
the high-speed trains, Mag Lev trains, will all call for very
high strength to weight ratios, good machinability and wide
temperature range tolerance.

Stage 2: The products era
The line between capital equipment and products is not
airtight. Products are those which are manufactured in large
volumes & numbers and are used in domestic & consumer
applications for ultimate end-use. For example, while a ship can
be considered capital equipment, in that it costs a lot and is used
only for transportation. A domestic appliance, like a fan or an
electric iron, is small in size and used for household applications.
These products are produced by using capital assets and use
steel for providing properties, such as low weight, high strength,
corrosion resistance and superior aesthetics. The product era is
another facet of the development of applications of steel for
human usage. Rapid advancements in testing of steel also aided
product development. For example, NDT, magnetic particle
testing and testing of weldments made steel a versatile
engineering material for daily use. The range of steel usage in
day-to-day products has developed over the years through
advancements in material composition, material testing, metal
joining techniques, metal working & machining techniques.
Refinements and enhancements in product chemistry expanded
application areas. Alloy additions were critical in making steels
& cast iron serve complex product applications, such as, Ni
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Material

Total production
(million tons per
annum in 2019)

Tensile
Strength Index

Weldability,
joinability

Density Index

Cost per
ton Index

Steel

1,810

100

High

100

100

Aluminium

64

50 or less

Poor

30

300

Copper

20

NA

Poor

120

600

Tin

0.31

NA

Poor

90

2000

Wood pulp

188 (2018 data)

NA

NA

NA

90

Commonly used materials in the world

Hard castings, Hadfield Manganese steels for work hardening
applications in military vessels (tanks), cryogenic steels for the
manufacturing of liquid oxygen and nitrogen & high
temperature steels for automobile rotating parts, like bearings.

Stage 3: The construction era
Bulk of steel is used in the construction and infra
industries. From the engineering standpoint, load bearing
capacity, strength & torsion capacity are the metrics which
determine the suitability & usage. Steel sheets in building
facades, trusses and channels in airport & railway stations,
stainless steels in elevators, steels in bridges of all shapes &
sizes are all major engineering applications. One must see the
Terminal 2 at Mumbai airport or the new terminal at Indira
Gandhi airport in Delhi to appreciate how steel trusses can
be aesthetically functional. In any economy, steel & iron are
considered the basic foundational materials. Along with
electric power, water, roadways & railways, the iron & steel
industry forms the core for building an industrial economy.
In the iron & steel sector, the use of flat products increases as
more steel is used in the construction sector. In advanced
economies, the production of flat steel products is as much as
60–70% of the total production & usage. This is because steel
flats are the most engineering-friendly materials. The
superior surface finish, corrosion resistance, strength to
weight ratio and the comparatively lower cost are all factors
in its favour. Easy availability, in terms of cost & sales outlets,
easy maintainability & repairability, abundant supply of
parts & services all make construction steel the most versatile
engineering material.
Skill levels needed to install and maintain are again
available in plenty. In terms of cost, flat steel currently costs
₹50,000 per ton, whereas a ton of flat aluminium costs
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₹200,000 and up. Of course, aluminium scores in terms of
lower weight per running foot but steel is endowed with better
tensile strength. Moreover, the surface finish of aluminium
can never be as good as steel, especially stainless steel, whose
shiny surface is long-lasting as well.

Steel – The most preferred engineering material
Finally, when looking at the usage of a material for
engineering applications, one must carefully weigh several
pros and cons. The table above is a comparison of some of
the commonly used materials in the world.
Clearly, steel is favourable from most angles important
for engineering use because –
1. It is produced in abundance and at an affordable cost.
The availability of steel is universal, and many countries
in the world produce it.
2. It can be shaped to any requirement and rolled to a
thicknesses as low as 0.01 cm, with carbon content as
low as 0.01%. This is important as the low carbon, with
alloying elements, gives steel the drawability & strength
combination which is unbeatable.
3. Weldability, joinability & testability are all well
developed, thereby, increasing the applications.
4. Special properties like hardenability, work hardening,
magnetism & electrical conductivity make it usable in
many diverse areas.
5. Its ability to alloy with almost any other important
metal makes it versatile & adaptable to complex uses.
6. Its ability to work under very wide temperature ranges
endows it with a superior panorama of applications.
Thus, overall, steel is the most important & widely used
engineering material in the world, and there is nothing else
in sight to change this situation. ☐
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High-speed machining in
manufacturing technology
Manufacturing is sensitive to the kind of technology it uses as the benefits prevailed from
it can make or break an industrial set-up. With this pressure set, high-speed machining
and AI-based technologies can really enhance productivity and process efficiency of
industries. The article discusses the nuances of high-speed machining
and its benefits for the manufacturing sector and other crucial AIRitika Nigam,
Tech Co-founder,
based technologies which can boost manufacturing & innovation.
Lincode Labs Inc
High-speed machining is a critical manufacturing
technology that leverages milling with high spindle speeds and
high feed rates for high metal removal rate, reduced cycle
time, increased tool life and enhanced productivity. Highspeed machining, or referred to as HSM, is a metal cutting
process that relies on rapid speed and feed rates to improve
productivity and surface quality. It is an important
manufacturing technology that is widely used in the aerospace
sector, automotive industries, metal & steel industry, etc. It is
an intelligent combination of equipment, tooling, software
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and technique that enhances machining efficiency. Machining
with HSM is a cutting-edge technology, enabling manufacturers
to increase efficiency, accuracy and quality of workpieces by
leaps & bounds in comparison to the conventional machining
methods. HSM is a state-of-the-art machining technology that
has helped manufacturers bring down cost and increase output
at shorter time intervals with minimum labour intervention.
High-speed machining technologies are rapidly finding
their niche in the manufacturing industry, given its significant
benefits to manufacturers.
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Difference between conventional and high-speed machining

Benefits of high-speed machining
1. Better productivity
Higher milling speed and feed rate give a higher material
removal rate. It can also process hardened parts and its complex
surface processing meets the surface quality standards. Highspeed milling processes often eliminate the need for electrical
processing, manual grinding and other such strenuous
processes. High-speed machining shortens the mechanism and
significantly improves processing productivity.
2. Smoother and defect-less surface
High-speed milling machines process uses low mill force, so
the workpieces have a low thermal deformity, and the
machining accuracy of high-speed milling is high. As the
milling depth is smaller and the feed is faster, the surface
roughness is relatively smooth and has good quality.
3. Streamlines processing of the parts
High-speed machining enables the inclusion of a large
number of integral structural parts, reducing component
weight, improving part reliability and reducing assembly manhours for heavyweight automotive.
4. Low risk of workpiece distortion
The higher the speed, the lower are the cutting forces; it also
generates less heat that reduces the risk of tool deflection or
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workpiece distortion. It is highly beneficial for precision
engineering and working on components that have thin walls
or harder metals.
5. Replaces laborious & time-intensive machining processes
The labour force deployed to perform hard cutting often ends
up with the risk of inefficiency and stress. High-speed machining
easily performs hard cutting within a shorter time-cycle and
with higher efficiency. High-speed milling can also replace
electric machining and grinding.
High-speed machining technology is highly sought-after.
The results achieved with high-speed machining are highly
positive and impactful as compared to conventional machining.

Which other technology is
critical for manufacturing?
The rise of Industry 4.0 has led manufacturers to deploy
various manufacturing technologies for better efficiency and
productivity. With high-speed machining being one of them,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is another powerful technology that
is highly sought-after. AI has become the nucleus of the
manufacturing industry. AI has helped businesses achieve high
ROI by transforming the toilsome and flawed manufacturing
process to an effortless and frictionless one. AI is a powerful
tool and is paramount to the steel manufacturing industry,
owing to the five main reasons listed below:
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Collaborative robots (cobots) have
become a popular adoption in the
manufacturing industry. They interact
with humans to reduce human effort
and boost productivity.

1. Quality control
It is impossible to track every stage of the production cycle
for quality assurance manually with the highest accuracy. The
machine vision too has its own limitations — lack of data
tracking, installing expensive hardware, inspection restricted
towards specific image orientation, etc. AI-backed vision
systems enable quality control & assurance by identifying and
eliminating product defects with high accuracy and
microscopic precision throughout the production cycle.
2. Predictive maintenance
Predictive maintenance is one of the most important
functions of AI. It is a technique wherein AI collects data from
various manufacturing sources and applies intelligent
algorithms to predict equipment failure & machine downtime.
(According to a report by McKinsey, AI-derived predictive
maintenance can create a value of about $0.5 trillion to $0.7
trillion across the world’s businesses.)
3. Cobot integration
Collaborative robots (cobots) have become a popular
adoption in the manufacturing industry. They interact with
humans to reduce human effort and boost productivity.
Cobots, when integrated with AI, become highly efficient.
The complex and time-intensive manufacturing process and
operations performed by humans are taken over by AI-based
cobots which scale-up the efficiency of manufacturing
processes and promote employee safety.
4. Microscopic defect detection
Compared to the traditional machine vision that detects
defects using a golden template at a fixed image orientation,
AI-backed computer vision technology captures microscopic
defects, irrespective of the image orientation. For instance,
the traditional machine will miss out on a black mark on a
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black surface but AI vision will capture it seamlessly; such
capabilities are extremely crucial for quality assurance.
5. Generative design
The ultimate step to product innovation is to use generative
design. For instance, a steel manufacturer needs to
manufacture steel chairs. AI generative design enables the
manufacturer to gain a competitive advantage due to product
novelty and quality by giving simple inputs, like height, width,
strength, size, etc; thousands of design options are now
readily available to the manufacturer within a short time.
Manufacturers deploying AI in production processes have
achieved ultimate operation efficiency, a significant reduction
in costs, improved employee productivity and best-in-class
quality of products that pass quality assurance standards &
regulations without much ado. So, it is safe to say that AI
technology is here to disrupt & steel manufacturers must take
complete advantage of it.
*Source: https://mck.co/34In1i9

Future of AI & high-speed
machining in manufacturing
According to a MarketsandMarkets report, AI in the
manufacturing market is expected to be valued at $1.1 billion
in 2020 and is likely to reach $16.7 billion by 2026; it is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 57.2% during the forecast
period. The major drivers for the market are the increasing
number of large and complex datasets (often known as big
data), evolving IIoT & automation, improving computing
power and increasing venture capital investments.
Technologies, such as AI and high-speed machining, are
changing the face of the manufacturing industry. Given how
manufacturers are willing to invest in robust technologies, highspeed machining & AI will set a strong foothold in the industry. ☐
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Achieving process optimisation through simulation
Process optimisation comes down to connecting all machining tasks together to assess
the complete manufacturing process. When simulation comes into the picture, the
optimisation is boosted, and NC programs do not have any errors. The article tells us
how VERICUT CNC simulation and verification software finds problems lurking in NC
programs and how VERICUT Force recalculates feed rates to maintain ideal constant
chip thickness while simultaneously reducing feed rates.
Process optimisation links all the machining operations endto-end to evaluate and improve the entire manufacturing process.
Each step along the way, through engineering, design, CAM
programming & machining and up to the final quality &
inspection phase, can and should be optimised. Simulation
ensures programs are error-free and all operations work together
as intended, but optimisation ensures the whole process is
operating as efficiently as possible to save time & money.
As machining gets more complex and customers expect more
for less, there is room for improvement in any manufacturing
process. These improvements, which are not just about reducing
costs, might include reduced NC program runtimes, increased
throughput, making parts cheaper or getting a product from start
to finish and out to the market faster.
There are some very significant warning signs that will
indicate when process optimisation is clearly a must in a
manufacturing business. Missing delivery dates? Losing out on
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bids or not as competitive as rivals? Lost contracts and
unsatisfied customers? Or declining profits? Every level of the
manufacturing process that a job goes through requires careful
planning & communication, and the aim of manufacturing is to
make it through each step as quickly & efficiently as possible
with the least cost incurred. In a typical manufacturing
workflow, VERICUT resides between CAM programming and
machine set-up.

Manufacturing workflow
CAM programmers know that modern machines move so
fast that it’s pretty much impossible to stop them before a crash
occurs. VERICUT CNC simulation and verification software
does a superior job at finding problems lurking in NC programs
and warning of unexpected machine behaviour, even those
occurring between multiple set-ups. It lets programmers resolve
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Having access to the free VERICUT reviewer
at the machine tool to check the simulation
against reality at any time is a huge benefit to
both the shop floor and programmers, as it
avoids the ‘what happens next’ disturbances
during one off or first off production

these issues before it reaches the shop floor, crashes the machine
and wastes valuable machine time.
With VERICUT, the shop floor can be confident that
programs will run correctly. Verification will show if there are
any errors or any areas that can’t be reached by the machine or
tools due to fixturing interference. Machinists don’t have to
worry about crashes, and they don’t have to waste time proving
out because it’s already been done between the VERICUT and
programming stages.
Having access to the free VERICUT reviewer at the machine
tool to check the simulation against reality at any time is a huge
benefit to both the shop floor and programmers, as it avoids the
‘what happens next’ disturbances during one-off or first-off
production. There’s also a positive ripple effect for other
departments that coordinate with programming. Engineering
and design can learn through verification if parts can be
manufactured or if changes need to be made before metal
cutting. Planning & scheduling will have more accurate cycle
times, and they won’t have to schedule prove-out times on
machines. The quality control and inspection team can expect
higher conformance levels & fewer issues, making it easier to
approve parts & get them delivered. These are all the areas
where the software is helping save time and money.

constant chip thickness while simultaneously reducing feed
rates when needed to maintain safe cutting forces & spindle
power, and it does this for each tool. Force is based on
calculations and proven cutting data gathered from tooling
manufacturers, material specifications and dyno testing.
It uses very specific cutting parameters, takes into
consideration what kind of material is being used, as well as
tool type & geometry. It couples this with the cutting
conditions that the software collects to give the best data that
can be used to analyse and optimise the NC program.
Force charts visualise what’s happening during the
machining process and expose areas of opportunity that
exist in each NC program, such as erratic chip thickness,
chip thinning and inefficient CAM paths that can all be
resolved by optimising feed rates. The charts also show
areas of concern; for instance where the force exceeds what
the tool is capable of, such as excessive cutting conditions
or potential for chatter, broken/chipped cutters or damage
to part of the machine. In these instances, VERICUT Force
will lower the feed rate to keep the force under the limit of
the tools’ capability.

Silent killers of NC manufacturing

The impact of optimising is dramatic, including reduced
machining time and longer tool life, which will help the shop
floor by giving more machine capacity & maybe even
postponing the purchase of a new expensive machine. There
will be less post-machine clean up because produced parts will
be better quality saving even more time per part. Programmers
are going to benefit from having correct speeds and feeds
information to achieve consistent machining results. All these
positives reach all the way back to the quoting & estimating,
which mean manufacturers can be more aggressive and
competitive with schedules & bids.
Simulating, verifying and optimising simultaneously with
VERICUT Force equates to a cumulative effect on process
optimisation, resulting in significant time & money savings. ☐

But there are also the hidden issues, inefficiencies and
missed opportunities to optimise processes that erode profit
margins. Things like poor cutting methods, non-optimal feed
rates in new & existing NC programs, over or underutilising
cutters and/or machine tools, all of which can be draining
money with every part made. Some companies work really hard
and very diligently, optimising programs but there are
opportunities & savings to be had for all machine shops.
This is where force and force analysis charts come in.

Force analysis & charts
VERICUT Force recalculates feed rates to maintain ideal
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Where optimising leads

Courtesy: CGTECH India
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Recent trends in composite machining
Carbon fibre is being used since the late 19th century and became a
more mainstream component in the recent decades. The article
discusses ‘Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer’ in wide applications,
its properties, the challenges in machining composites and
solutions to overcome the challenges and how companies can
upgrade to recent machining technologies for maximum efficiency.
The story of carbon fibre dates to 1879. Inventor, Thomas
Edison, used carbon fibres as filaments for early light bulbs.
Although these fibres lacked the tensile strength of today’s carbon
fibres, their considerable tolerance to heat made these fibres ideal
for conducting electricity. It wasn’t until the late 1950s that high
tensile strength carbon fibres were discovered. Rayon became the
first precursor used to create these modern fibres.
The benefits of these high-strength fibres were clear. They
weighed a fraction of the weight of steel yet contained much
greater tensile strength. Another important benefit of carbon
fibre was its high modulus or resistance to stretching.
In the recent decades, carbon fibres have found wide
applications in commercial and military aircrafts, recreational,
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Karthik Raman,
Head of Product Management,
Kennametal India

industrial and transportation markets. They are used in
composites with a lightweight matrix and are ideally suited for
applications where strength, stiffness, lower weight and
outstanding fatigue characteristics are critical requirements.
Thus, composite materials or composites are materials made
from two or more constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties, that when combined,
produce a material with characteristics different from the
individual components.
CFRP is an acronym for ‘Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer’.
Each carbon filament thread is a bundle of many thousand carbon
filaments. A single such filament is a thin tube with a diameter of
5-8 micrometres and consists almost exclusively of carbon.
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Pictures show poor hole quality at the tool exit

Burr Style Routers

Down cut Style Routers

One stop solution for machining all types
of CFRP materials both with standard
and custom products worldwide

DAL is meant for CFRP + Metallic
exits which minimises the exit burr
condition and the ‚SPF‘ is meant
for CFRP drilling without metal exit

Properties of CFRP
CFRPs are non–homogenous and possess high tensile
strength than alloy steels and super alloys. It has very high
thermal, corrosion and chemical resistance. Since it has a high
strength to weight ratio, it finds application in aircrafts where
fuselage, wings, frames and engines are being made of CFRP
for increased fuel efficiency.
Did you know that the Airbus A350 and Boeing Dreamliner
787 aircrafts have 50% composites by weight? Studies also
reveal the overall weight of a passenger car can be brought
down by 30% when CFRP is used as metallic substitute on the
vehicle body and structures. As the momentum for EVs pick
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up, we expect CFRPs will find more prominence in the
automotive industry soon.

Challenges in machining composites
Machines can sometimes be handheld units, less rigid,
which can pose unstable cutting conditions. For machining
bigger structures and assemblies, either handheld drilling units
or Automatic Drilling Units (ADUs) will be mostly used.
Customers also use robotic drilling machines for large parts
where some flexibility is needed. 5-axes gantry machines are
also popular but there will be limitations in terms of the size of
CFRP panels that can be machined in these machines. Machining
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conditions will be either with compressed air suction or
Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) arrangement.
The CFRPs are extremely abrasive and hence, the tool
develops flank wear rapidly. Minimum tool wear is sufficient to
distort the surface quality in these materials.
Delamination (separation of layers) is caused between the
CFRP sheets due to too much pressure at the cutting point.
Splintering is another phenomenon which happens due to
debonding and fibre pull out due to dull cutting edge and too
much temperature of the resign. Metal exits in CFRPs can have
‘exit burrs’ because of high cutting pressure and the cutting
edge not being sharp or sometimes worn out.

How can we overcome these challenges?
Possible remedies can be low thrust double angle point
geometry tools for drilling. Engineered geometries that can
minimise friction and PCD tipped tools offer a great value and
enhance productivity. In this aspect, Kennametal has a strong
portfolio supplemented with newly developed ‘DAL’ and ‘SPF’
point geometries. DAL is meant for CFRP + metallic exits
which minimises the exit burr condition and the ‘SPF’ is meant
for CFRP drilling without the metal exit. It can be offered with
advanced diamond coating or be tipped with PCD versions for
superior performance. These new geometries & grades in
Kentip FS have also been developed, which is a proven modular
drilling platform and can save cost for our customers.
In fact, Kennametal is the first and the only company to
offer modular drilling solutions for CFRP drilling off-theshelf. For edge trimming and side milling, the company also
offers ‘burr style’ routers. This provides excellent temperature
control while machining at higher cutting speeds.
In some cases, where we need great ramping capabilities,
we offer down cut style routers which produce downward
cutting forces and thus, eliminate surface delamination.
Lastly, on the safety front, since CFRP is an extremely
abrasive material and can spread thin in the air that we
breathe, prolonged exposure can cause respiratory illness.
Extreme care must be exercised and the powdery dust coming
out of the machining process must be vacuum absorbed
immediately. ☐
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TIMTOS 2021 goes online
Taiwan has had a prominent involvement in driving global
innovation and development, thanks to its benefits in
machinery & manufacturing, where the machine tool
industry plays an even more significant part. As physical
exhibitions still seem an improbability, Taiwan External
Trade Development Council (TAITRA) and Taiwan
Association of Machinery Industry (TAMI) will be having
TIMTOS 2021 Online on March 15-20, 2021. A preview…
While the sudden outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has
created a set-back for umpteen industries all over, the machine
tool industry is no different. Machine tools manufactured in
Taiwan have always surpassed global standards and it was deeply
affected by the pandemic, too. Where physical exhibitions have
been feeling like a faraway dream, TIMTOS 2021 online (online.
timtos.com.tw) will take place next month. The 28th Taipei
International Machine Tool Show (TIMTOS) will be launched on
March 15-20, 2021, with display & browse functions remaining
effective from March 2 to April 15, 2021. The official website of
TIMTOS will continue the online service throughout the year.
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Nearly 1000 exhibitors will participate in the TIMTOS
2021 Online. Top machine tool manufacturers will present
their latest products. The organisers have held seminars,
workshops and recorded tutorials to actively promote the
exhibition since last year. Exhibitors can use 3D, VR and
videos to display latest products and connect with global
buyers through online procurement conferences, online realtime matching, video conferences, etc. Industry forums and
factory tours will also be held to extend beyond time & space
restrictions and expand exhibition benefits.
Before the decision to make TIMTOS online (in response
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James Huang, Chairman, TAITRA stated that
the outbreak of COVID -19 brought crisis but
also served as a turning point to the industry

to the surging pandemic at home and abroad), a TIMTOS
global press conference with online CEO panel was recently
held by the organisers, Taiwan External Trade Development
Council (TAITRA) and Taiwan Association of Machinery
Industry (TAMI), where the organisers detailed how TIMTOS
Hybrid can provide visitors with an experience beyond the
constraints of time and space, and the on-site guide for online
visitors as a featured platform that helps exhibitors and buyers
grasp business opportunities by connecting each other online.
Top executives from the machine tool industry, Chairmen of
Fair Friend, HIWIN and Chin Fong, talked online in the CEO
panel on ‘Restructuring for smart machine industry in postpandemic era’, with James Huang, Chairman, TAITRA and PaHsi Ko, Chairman, TAMI.

The machinery industry is the foundation
Huang gave the opening address, stating that Taiwan’s
performance in the pandemic prevention has attracted
worldwide attention. He informed, “The machinery industry is
the foundation of many other different industries. Through the
platform of TIMTOS, we can become a driving force for
Taiwan’s economic growth. As the organisers of TIMTOS,
TAITRA will continue to work closely with our partner, TAMI,
to make sure that everything is taken care of.”
Further, Ko pointed out that the capability of Taiwan’s
pandemic prevention is the key to attracting leading
manufacturers from home and abroad to join TIMTOS.
Included this year are not only domestic makers, such as Fair
Friend, Victor Taichung, YCM, Dah Lih, HIWIN, Syntec and
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LNC but also foreign high-profile makers, DMG MORI, Fanuc,
Mazak, Trumpf and Siemens.

Tapping into latest trends
Ko asserted, “When Taiwan’s machinery industry was
about to take off, the US-China trade war and the pandemic
happened. This is an opportunity to upgrade our supply chain
or manufacturing equipment. We have seen some companies
have been moving their production bases from China to a new
destination. It’s a time for us to make adjustments and for
these adjustments we really have to tap into the latest trends
happening right now.”
The conference then turned to the panel discussion. The
discussion was hosted by Chen Chang. Jimmy Chu, Chairman,
FFG, was asked to talk about the future of the machinery industry.
Chu responded, “From FFG’s point of view, there are still
possibilities where enterprises can manufacture locally. For places
like India or southeast Asian countries, they’re all bouncing back.
Global wise, I do think the machinery industry is facing a revival.”

A smart system will realise Industry 4.0
CFMI, under the lead of Chang. Yu-Jang, Chairman, has
been promoting Industry 4.0. In this context, Yu-Jang was
asked if he has any advice for suppliers. Yu-Jang replied that
they do believe that a smart system will be able to realise
Industry 4.0. He explained, “COVID-19 has shed a new light
on the operation of the enterprise. It has changed the way we
work or behave. It also changed how the market functions.”
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The CEO panel talked about the
restructuring of the machine tool
industry in the post-pandemic era

The next question was asked to Huang. Since TIMTOS is a
great platform for companies to show their products, how can
the challenge be faced, where a lot of international buyers
couldn’t come to Taiwan because of the pandemic? Huang
answered that TAITRA has a total of 64 overseas offices in the
world. “So, we can actually invite these international buyers to
join us online. We have also accumulated the data of more than
40,000 buyers over the years that we have been having TIMTOS
in Taiwan,” he averred.

Prepared for the next opportunity
Following this, Ko was asked that while the Taiwan
machine industry became yet another trillion industry in
2017, a lot of future causes have been affected due to the
pandemic. So, where does he see the future going? “Originally,
we would like to take our industry, yet, to another level,
reaching two trillion in production value. However, due to
the pandemic, we are facing a lot of challenges right now,” Ko
cited and continued, “Let me just take TIMTOS and the
exhibitors as an example – we are actually setting up some
short-term course to reach and smart manufacturing is one of
them. And after we have accomplished some short-term goals,
we also set up some mid-term or also some longer-term
objectives, where our member companies can work with each

other or the government to reach these goals. TIMTOS is an
ideal platform to show what some of the latest technologies
are and what the future holds, not only to our exhibitors but
also visitors from over the world.”

Enhancing EV technologies
The last question was asked to Eric Y T Chuo, Global
Chairman & CEO, HIWIN Group. With Electric Vehicles
(EVs) being the buzzword, he was asked what are the
opportunities that he sees from EVs and what does it mean
for the industry in Taiwan. He put across, “China has been
working very hard to upgrade its EV technologies; it knows
maybe it’s an area that it could compete with the US or the
EU countries. So, one has to work really hard to enhance
one’s EV technologies.”

Looking forward to positive growth
The new schedule for TIMTOS physical exhibition will be
released soon. While the coronavirus pandemic has given
challenges to the Taiwan machine tool industry (like so many
others), the sector has only chosen to come above it and stay
ahead in its game. The industry is optimistic and looks forward
to positive growth, coming out stronger than before. ☐
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Toolpath enhancements for turning cycles

Vantage laser tracker probe

DP Technology recently announced a new update to their popular ESPRIT
series, the ESPRIT 4.6, which includes features such as turning toolpath
enhancements, support for contour-type features in pocketing & automatic tool
orientation for 5-axis toolpath, improved support
for multi-spindle & multichannel machines and a
new connection to the machining cloud tool
catalogue. The toolpath enhancements will
reduce perishable tooling consumption, minimise
intervention from the machine tool operator by
creating more predictable machining processes Multichannel turning on
and reduce the need for manual NC code editing, DMG MORI CTX beta 1250 4a
further improving the users’ efficiency. It enables
support for multi-spindle machines with an off-centre sub-spindle with X-axis
slide, including machines with a tailstock and sub-spindle mounted on the
same X-axis slide. Multichannel machines can be controlled with a new
interactive method that synchronises motions within a cycle. It also enables
advanced optimisation for shaving seconds off the program of a high-volume
production lathe. ESPRIT 4.6 improves the connection to machining cloud with
a simplified workflow and with the introduction of a new job manager for full
control over the import of the tool assemblies.

FARO® Technologies, Inc recently announced its next generation Vantage
Laser Tracker 6 Degrees of Freedom (6DoF) Probe. The new 6Probe offers
exceptional portability and is compatible with
VantageS6 & VantageE6 Laser Trackers, enabling
users to build, inspect and measure products
faster & with greater accuracy. It is a cost-effective
6DoF solution that meets the dynamic
measurement, speed and accuracy requirements
of the most challenging industrial applications.
With kinematic self-identifying styli, users can Vantage Laser Tracker
change probing tips quickly, measure without any 6 Degrees of Freedom
recalibration & also measure hidden areas outside (6DoF) Probe
of the tracker’s line of sight, with wider acceptance
angles. The result is an advanced tool upgrade designed to enhance productivity
and efficiency. FARO trackers support the patented Super 6DoF TrackArm
solution, which allows the Vantage & one or more FARO ScanArms to work
together to create an integrated contact & non-contact 3D measurement
system for large-volume measurement. With a range of up to 60 meters (with a
4-meter reach), Super 6DoF eliminates line-of-sight challenges and expands
measurement range while maintaining superior accuracy.

DP Technology | California
Email: esprit@dptechnology.com | Tel: +1-805-388 6000

Faro ® Technologies | New Delhi
Email: india@faro.com | Tel: +91-11-46465664

Lead-free brass cable glands

Long-stroke gripper for collaborative applications

LAPP recently offered cable glands in a lead-free brass version under
SKINTOP® and SKINDICHT® cable gland ranges. The first products include
the popular SKINTOP® MS-M and MS-SC-M models as well as the counter
nut SKINDICHT® SM-M.
SKINTOP® MS-M: It is the first choice for
a wide range of applications in machine
& plant construction, measurement,
control & regulation technology and
where there are tough demands in terms
of mechanical & chemical stability. SKINTOP® cable gland range
These glands offer optimum strain relief,
wide clamping ranges, numerous approvals and a high protection class.
SKINTOP® MS-SC-M: The EMC gland features a highly conductive, flexible
EMC contact spring and a low-resistance shield contact for EMC earthing of
the shielding braid.
SKINDICHT® SM-M: This is the perfect locknut for SKINTOP® cable glands.
All of the above versions are available immediately in metric sizes M12
to M63. The cable glands made of lead-free brass deliver the same quality
as the existing versions in terms of their mechanical properties, corrosion
resistance and EMC properties. The lead-free version also complies with
protection class IP 68.

Schunk Intec recently developed the Co-act EGL-C long-stroke gripper, which
is a long-stroke gripper developed for collaborative operation, achieves high
gripping forces of up to 450 N & combines them with
a long stroke of 42.5 mm per finger. The intelligent
24 V powerhouse is suitable for handling workpiece
weights of up to 2.25 kg and can be flexibly used in
a wide range of applications. The gripping force of
the DGUV-certified grippers acting on each gripper
finger was previously limited to 140 N. The company
now offers a new league of components with the Coact EGL-C and, for the first time, opens up the
potential in the human/robot collaboration for
handling weights beyond the small parts assembly. Co-act EGL-C
To meeting the biomechanical limit values that are
defined in the ISO/TS 15066 standard despite the high gripping force, the Coact EGL-C gripper is equipped with a combined force-/path measurement. The
Co-act series comes completely pre-assembled and is available with matching
interfaces for HRC robots, such as KUKA, YASKAWA, FANUC, Universal Robots
and NACHI. Therefore, a simple and fast commissioning by plug-and-work is
possible. The Co-act EGL-C can optionally be controlled and adjusted via
PROFINET, EtherCAT, Ethernet/IP, Modbus/TCP or TCP/IP.

LAPP India | Bengaluru
Email: info@lappindia.com | Tel: +91-80-4740 5000
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» E-mobility
The Indian auto industry has been very
friendly to the idea of going electric
and the demand for EVs is also growing
globally. Plus, EVs have developed
pointedly this decade, partly due to the
reducing battery costs. The future of
EVs in India now has the attention of
both public and private stakeholders.
The next issue finds out where India is
in terms of achieving its EV goals, what
are consumers’ perceptions to buying
them and how OEMs can contribute to
EV adoption.

» CAD/CAM
Computer Aided Design & Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM)
software allows user to not only innovate
and design the products they live
with but also to use in manufacturing
processes. The use of CAD/CAM has
gained more prominence in the new
normal. The following edition will
shed light on the use of CAD/CAM in
enhancing the process of making parts
in manufacturing.
» Additive Manufacturing
The Additive Manufacturing (AM)
processes make end-use parts as well as
prototypes of testing form and function via
layering. The forthcoming issue finds out
the recent developments in the industry
and the future of AM, as the approach
of the entrepreneurs towards AM has
changed dramatically post pandemic.

» MRO Technologies
Maintenance, Repair, Overhaul, (MRO)
especially in the aerospace sector,
adjudges safety and airworthiness of
all aircrafts by international standards.
The pandemic has left the MRO industry
in a turmoil with a 60% contraction in
2020. The following edition divulges into
how MRO technologies can help aviation
maintenance and engineering teams within
airlines and MROs cope with the increasing
demand and expectation of the aviation
sector while improving process and
performance throughout the organisation.
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“ 20 years of sump life.
And still going strong.”

Hans Niederhaeuser
Retired Sales Manager
Blaser Swisslube AG

20 years ago, our retired Sales Manager Hans Niederhaeuser
personally filled the central system at Tata Motors in Pune
with Blasocut 4000 Strong. Thanks to our unique Bio-Concept,
this coolant is incredibly stable and gentle to humans and
the environment.
Test us. It‘s worth it.
blaser.com/knowhow
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